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Abstract
Horse racing is a popular sport in Hong Kong, many people love betting on it. In the
situation of Hong Kong, although many people always lose money when they gambling on
horse racing, there are still many people so talented on predicting horse racing, they won a lot
of money, they even won in consecutive races, which is really hard to do that by random
prediction, we believe that they have the ability to choose the right horses, and win in the
future. In this project, we want to develop a system that can collect the choices of those
people who always win, and then give a suggestion to our clients, of course, the suggestion is
come from the collective intelligence. As soon as our clients created the account of our
website, they can predict horses through our website, they can see our suggestions, but they
are not necessary to follow our suggestions if they think they have a better choice, and in the
back end of our server, we collect clients’ predictions, and keep updating the suggestions
based on our clients’ predictions.
In this project, it is an experiment trying to find out the power of collective
intelligence, we want to know how accurate it is, and we want to know if it can help people to
make money.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Motivation
Crowdsourcing is a hot topic in recent years. A crowdsourcing system helps people to

solve problem by the data provided by user. However, will users input some fake data that
hinder the task? Is there any way to filter the inappropriate data? Collective intelligence is
one of the application in crowdsourcing. It involves consensus, social capital and formalisms
such as voting systems, social media and other means of quantifying mass activity. Under
quantifying mass activity, we can measure the data provided by user easily. Since our group
desire to know the effectiveness of crowdsourcing, we are going to conduct an experiment, to
test whether the wisdom of crowd is better than decisions made by single member. We
choose horse racing as our research base because it provides discrete result, unlike stock
market, and it is wide variety. These factors help us to judge the credibility of each users.
1.2

Objective
We are going to design a voting system to let user predict horse racing result. After

collecting the data from user, we will analyse the data by our algorithm, considering the win
rate and balance of each user. Finally, we will provide some tips, a list of hot horse, for user.
We hope to design a good algorithm to prove the value of collective intelligence. So that we
can release the application and attract people to use in the next semester.
1.3

Background
The concept of collective intelligence originated in 1785 with Marquis de Condorcet,

whose “jury theorem” states that if each member of a voting group is more likely than not to
make a correct decision, the probability that the highest vote of the group is the correct
decision increases with the number of members of the group. Another precursor of the
concept is found in entomologist William Morton Wheeler in 1911. He observed the
collaborative process at work in ants that acted like the cells of a single beast, seemingly
independent individuals can cooperate so closely as to become indistinguishable from a
single organism.
Collective intelligence appears in sociobiology, political science. Although this term
is not originated from computer science, computer is the most suitable tool because it
involves a lot of data. There are also some examples in the internet using this concept.
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Wikipedia is one famous example, it is a free online encyclopedia that allows users to edit
any article, all contents are collected from users. Besides, Facebook is also a commonly used
example, it allows people to have and share an experience with other users. However, these
example is difficult to verity the power of collective intelligence because users can share
anything freely without analysis.
To verify the wisdom of crowd, we choose horse racing to be our research base. In
this semester, we have designed a web application with the functions of log-in, creating
account, voting, ranking, and etc. This will be one of the tools for us to collect data and to
find out the power of collective intelligence.
1.4

Definition

Definition of collective intelligence
Two or more people independently acquire information and this information is
combined and processed through social interaction, which provides a solution to a specific
problem such that it cannot be implemented by isolated individuals (adapted from Krause et
al 2009).
Definition of crowdsourcing
Although it is hard to define crowdsourcing exactly, we can define it as a generalpurpose problem-solving method: a crowdsourcing system invites a crowd of people to help
solving a problem (Doan et al. 2011). Estellés-Arolas and Gonzáles-Ladrón-de-Guevara
(2012) gave us another detailed definition:
Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an
institution, a non-profit organization, or company proposes to a group of individuals of
varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary
undertaking of a task. The undertaking of the task, of variable complexity and modularity,
and in which the crowd should participate bringing their work, money, knowledge and/or
experience, always entails mutual benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction of a given
type of need, be it economic, social recognition, self-esteem, or the development of
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individual skills, while the crowdsourcer will obtain and utilize to their advantage what the
user has brought to the venture, whose form will depend on the type of activity undertaken.
Both of these definitions is usable for the purposes of our project.
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2

Technical Support

2.1

Development Environment
Our system is a web application which involves back-end and front-end development.

For the back-end development, we used the database by phpMyAdmin to manage the data.
For the front-end development, we used Dreamweaver to design our webpage and some text
editors (e.g. Sublime Text) for coding. During development, we have tested our application
on different web browsers, including Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Internet Explorer,
Microsoft Edge. It ensures our application can work on most of the environment.
2.2

Software tool: Database by phpMyAdmin
Since our application involves data collection, data analysis and log-in system, to

store the data and user information, a database is needed. We have chosen a MySQL database
by phpMyAdmin provided by the VIEW Lab. It is a user-friendly platform for developing
and managing our database.
We have created some tables on phpMyAdmin to store different data, including ‘user’
(Figure 1.) to store the user informaion, ‘race’ to store the racing information, ‘buy_record’ to
store the horse name predicted by users, and etc. We will discuss the architecture of our
database on detail in section 4.1.

Figure 2.1 A part of user table
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After the tables are created, we need to input data to some tables, for example the race
information and race result collected from the Jockey Club. It is impossible to input data one
by one since there are lots of records. MyphpAdmin provides a function, ‘import’, to let us
input multiple records in .csv format. We can copy all racing information on next raceday,
save it in one table and import all data once to the database. It is much more convenient for
the back-end development.
2.3

Software tool: Dreamweaver
For the front-end development, we used Dreamweaver as our software tool. It is a

proprietary web development tool developed by Adobe Systems. We used it to design our
webpage instead of other software because it combines a visual design surface known as Live
View and a code editor with standard features. Using the preview function, we can see the
effect immediately after editing some code. The Live View is also complete with live
Javascript, database queries, server-side code. We can test the webpage with our back-end
system simultaneously.
Besides, the function ‘Check Page’ is very useful for developing the webpage. We
need to ensure every functions can work, and every design look good on every browser. The
‘Check Page’ function allow us to check for browsers compatibility regularly. It is more
convenient for testing than opening the webpage on different browsers.
Moreover, since our webpages are in PHP format, we cannot direct open it on
browsers. Upload to the department server is one of the way, but it is trouble to upload it
many times after every editing. Dreamweaver allows us to run and preview PHP codes within
the software. It helps us to save a lot of time for uploading the webpage.
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3.

System Architecture

3.1

Overall Architecture
The overall system contains a server part and client part. In the server part, it connects

to the database, which can store all information of our system. Our server becomes a medium
of intercourse between the users and database, when a user input something on the website,
the server can get the information and send it to the database.

Figure 3.1 A graph of the overall architecture of our system
3.2

System Overview
In this part, we will focus on our system in more detail by showing the full
process of predicting horse.

Figure 3.2 The flow of predicting horse racing
First of all, our users need to create an account on the website, they need to provide
the user name, email address and the log-in password. If there are other users who used the
same user name or email.
After the user successfully created the account, the user can log-in to our web page,
because only the users who logged in can use the prediction function.
9

At this moment, our users are ready for the prediction, users can go to the prediction
page, and then choose the race, in most of the time, there are more than 8 races in one racing
day, users can choose it depending their knowledge to different races.
Users can see the information of that race, such as horses and the corresponding
jockey and trainer, also the current odds for every horses. We provide users to predict two
types in a race, one is “win”, and the other is “place”. When the user picks “win” for a horse,
that means the user thinks that horse will win the race. When the user picks “place”, that
means the user thinks that horse will be the first three in the race. It is obvious that users can
only choose one “win” and they can choose a maximum of three “place”. After submitting
their prediction, our server would record it. Then users can predict other races, and repeat the
above process. That’s the whole process of predicting horse racing.
Beside the prediction function, we designed some features for users to let them have a
better experience of using our website. When the user successfully created an account, we
give them $500 virtual money, users can use those moneys to predict horse racing, they may
win money and lose money, they can check their current balance. Also, they can check their
win rate, it is calculated by the server depending on their correct predictions and wrong
predictions, we will discuss it in more detail in the later part of this report.
3.3

Activity Diagram
In this part, we will talk about the activity of each process in our system.

Create Account
To create account, users need to submit a user name, password and email address, and
our server would check our database, to see if there is other user using the same user name or
email. If someone is already using that user name or email address, users need to input the
above information again. If no one uses that user name or email, this account can be created.

Figure 3.3 Activity diagram showing the flow of creating account
Log-in
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When users click the log-in button on our page, the client side would start the log-in
function. The web page would go to the log-in page, and there are boxes for users to type the
user name and password. The web then gets these inputs and send them to server. The sever
then calculate the md5 of the password, and send a query to database to check if the
combination of user name and md5 password is in the database. Then the server will send
message to the web page, it would reload again to show successful log-in or show an error
message if something is wrong.

Figure 3.4 Activity diagram showing the flow of log-in
Log-out
When users press the log-out button, the web page would delete the user cookies,
including the user name, user id, and then reload the page for guess user.

Figure 3.5 Activity diagram showing the flow of log-out
Check Log-in Status
Every time when users go to another page, we do a checking of log-in status, we
check out the cookies, if cookies are not empty, server would go to database to ensure the
user name and password are correct. If the user has already logged-in, the page would keep
logging-in. Otherwise the page is in guess user mode.

Figure 3.6 Activity diagram showing the flow of checking log-in status
Predict Horse Racing
To predict horse racing, as mentioned, users need to log-in, and then go to prediction
page to choose a race, and select their prediction. Also, this prediction would save to our
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database.

Figure 3.7 Activity diagram showing the flow of predicting horse racing
Check Balance
First of all, users need to log-in to our website, and then go to user information page,
and then the page would show the balance from our database.

Figure 3.8 Activity diagram showing the flow of checking balance
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4

Design and Implementation

4.1

Server Side

4.1.1

Database: Schema

This is the schema of our database:
user(user_id: integer, user_name: varchar, password: text, email: varchar, win_rate: double,
balance: double, regIP: varchar, date_time: timestamp)
buy_record(buy_record_id: int, buy_date_time: timestamp, user_id: int, amount: int,
race_date: date, race_id: int, win: text, place1: text, place2: text, place3: text, earn_money:
double)

User Table
Each tuple is a unique account. It stores the user name, password in md5, the email
address, win_rate of the user, current balance, the IP address of the user, and the date and
time of the creation.

Attribute

Description

Data type

user_id

The unique id of account

Integer(Auto increment)

user_name

The name of account

Varchar

password

The md5 password of the user’s password

Text

email

Email address of the user

Varchar

win_rate

The win_rate of the user

Double

balance

The amount of money that the user has

Double

regIP

IP address of the user’s device

varchar

date_time

Record the time of account creation

timestamp
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Buy record Table
Every tuple is a unique record. Buy_record_id is the primary key of this table.
User_id is a foreign key.

Attribute

Description

Data type

buy_record_id

The unique id of record

Integer(Auto increment)

buy_date_time

The date and time of that record created

timestamp

user_id

The user_id of the buyer

int

amount

It is the amount of predicting horse

int

racing, each choice costs $10, and
maximum is $40(1win and 3 place).
race_date

The date of horse race

date

race_id

The race number of that racing day

int

win

The name of horse which predicted to win text

place1

The name of horse which predicted to be

text

first three
place2

The name of horse which predicted to be

text

first three
place3

The name of horse which predicted to be

text

first three
earn_money

The money that user earns by accurately

double

predicting horse raing, zero if all
predictions are wrong
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4.1.2

Implementation:

PHP and SQL queries
PHP is very popular is nowadays, it is a general-purpose scripting language which is
suitable to the server side on web server. It can connect to our database, which is very useful
for us. In the following we will talk about different parts of the PHP.
Setup connection to database:

// MySQL connection
$conn=new mysqli(DB_SERVER, DB_USER, DB_PASSWORD, DB_DATABASE);
// Check connection
if ($conn->connect_error) {
die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error);
}

Insert informaion to database - Create account:

<?php
$user_name = $_POST["user_name"];
$password = $_POST["password"];
$email = $_POST["email"];
// MySQL connection
$conn=new mysqli(DB_SERVER, DB_USER, DB_PASSWORD, DB_DATABASE);
// Check connection
if ($conn->connect_error) {
die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error);
}
$sql = "INSERT INTO user (user_name, password, email, balance) VALUES ('" .
$user_name ."','" . $password ."','" . $email ."','500')";
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if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) {
echo "New account created successfully";
} else {
echo "Please use another user name or email";
}
$conn->close();
?>
Insert informaion to database - Create buy record:

<?php
$buy_date = $_GET["buy_date"];
$buy_time = $_GET["buy_time"];
$user_id = $_GET["user_id"];
$amount = $_GET["amount"];
$race_date = $_GET["race_date"];
$race_id = $_GET["race_id"];
$win = $_GET["win"];
$place1 = $_GET["place1"];
$place2 = $_GET["place2"];
$place3 = $_GET["place3"];
// MySQL connection
$conn=new mysqli(DB_SERVER, DB_USER, DB_PASSWORD, DB_DATABASE);
// Check connection
if ($conn->connect_error) {
die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error);
}
$sql = "INSERT INTO buy_record (buy_date, buy_time, user_id, amount, race_date,
race_id, win, place1, place2, place3) VALUES ('" . $buy_date ."','" . $buy_time ."','" .
$user_id ."','" . $amount ."','" . $race_date ."','" . $race_id ."','" . $win ."','" . $place1 ."','" .
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$place2 ."','" . $place3 ."')";
if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) {
echo "New record created successfully";
} else {
echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . $conn->error;
}
$conn->close();
?>

For another functions which are similar to the above PHP code, the followings are the SQL
query:

Functions

SQL query

update user balance

UPDATE user SET balance='$balance'
WHERE user_name='$user_name'

update user win rate

UPDATE user SET win_rate='$win_rate'
WHERE user_name='$user_name'

We have shown how to insert informaion to database, and we will talk about how to get data
from our database.
Get user information:

<?php
// MySQL connection
mysql_connect(DB_SERVER, DB_USER, DB_PASSWORD);
// Database connection
mysql_select_db(DB_DATABASE);
// Rereieve user informaion
$data=mysql_query("select * from user where user_name={$_SESSION['usr']}");
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$row2 = mysql_fetch_assoc(mysql_query("SELECT user_id,user_name, email,
win_rate, balance FROM user WHERE user_name='{$_SESSION['usr']}'"));
?>

For another functions which are similar to the above PHP code, the followings are the SQL
query:

Functions

SQL query

get the user name, balance and win_rate

SELECT user_name, balance, win_rate

whose blanace are top 10 of all users

FROM `lyu1604_user` ORDER BY balance
DESC limit 10

get the race information

select * from lyu1604_race_table where
race_no = '$race_no'

4.1.3

Data security

SQL Injection Attack
It is a very serious problem, users attack the database from the input. If the server do
not check the input, the information in database are not protected, they can steal the
information or even delete the information. For example, the user may input 1’ or ‘1’ = ‘1 in
the user name, and just type something in the password box, and then they can log-in the
syatem if we don not check this input. The reason why this will happen is that this input
causes the SQL query changed, here is the example:
Original:
SELECT user_id,user_name FROM lyu1604_user WHERE user_name='1’ or ‘1’ = ‘1'
AND password='".md5($_POST['password'])."'

Becomes:
SELECT user_id,user_name FROM lyu1604_user
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This is how SQL injection works, so that we need to do something in the server to
check the user input, we do not allow them to log-in if the user name contains some special
characters. The following code shows that we checked the input before we get data from
database.

$_POST['username'] = mysql_real_escape_string($_POST['username']);
$_POST['password'] = mysql_real_escape_string($_POST['password']);
$_POST['rememberMe'] = (int)$_POST['rememberMe'];
// Escaping all input data
$row = mysql_fetch_assoc(mysql_query("SELECT user_id,user_name FROM
lyu1604_user WHERE user_name='{$_POST['username']}' AND
password='".md5($_POST['password'])."'"));
if($row['user_name'])
{
// If everything is OK login
$_SESSION['usr']=$row['user_name'];
$_SESSION['id'] = $row['user_id'];
$_SESSION['rememberMe'] = $_POST['rememberMe'];
// Store some data in the session
setcookie('tzRemember',$_POST['rememberMe']);
}
else $err[]='Wrong username and/or password!';
PHP function to prevent SQL injection attack
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4.2 Front-end
4.2.1 Webpage
The title of our web application is ‘King of Tipsters’. Our webpages are written
in .php format. PHP is a general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited to serverside web development. Since our webpage generally connects to the database, we choose to
use this scripting language to develop our webpages. In addition, it can be used in
combination with HTML code, so we can combine our design and function of the system.
Before connecting to the database, we use HTML5, CSS and JavaScript to design the
whole interface. HTML5 and CSS are used to design the layout of the webpages. The HTML
<div> element is always used together with CSS in our website to design the typesetting. For
the visual style of the webpage, CSS is mainly used, for example the background color, font
style, border of box, and etc. Besides, JavaScript is worked on some functionalities, for
example the back to top button, the menu bar.
We have tested that our webpage supports most of the web browsers which are
commonly used, for example Google Chrome, Windows Edge, Internet Explorer 11, Firefox,
Safari.
4.2.2 User Interface Design
Our web application is mainly seperated in three webpages, the home page, the login
page, the prediction page. They are all linked together by the menu bar. Here is the sitemap of
our webpages:

Figure 4.1 Sitemap of the webpages
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For our home page, we apply an one page parallax HTML design which is clean and
functional. User can get all the information they want in the homepage, for example race
information, user information, win rate, balance and ranking. Figures 4.1 - 4.4 are some
screen captures from the home page, 4.5 is the login and register page and 4.6-4.7 are the
prediction page.

Figure 4.2 Home Page with the Menu Bar

Figure 4.3 User Information berfore Login
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Figure 4.4 User Information after Login

Figure 4.5 Ranking
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Figure 4.6 Login and Register Page

Figure 4.7 Prediction Page
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Figure 4.8 Predict Table in Prediction Page
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4.2.3 Functionality
4.2.3.1 Registration
Before predicting and getting horse tips, users need to create an account of the
website. This action can be done in the login and register page (Figure 4.5.). To create an
account, user can follow this way:
1.

Click on the Login button on the menu bar

Figure 4.9 Login Button
2.

Input the user information, including User Name, Email and Password

3.

Click on the Register button

Figure 4.10 Register Area
4.

If there is no problem for the information inputted, the account will be created

susscessfully. However, if the username is not between 3 and 32 characters, or it is already
taken by other user, the account will not be created and the error syntax will be shown on the
register page. Besides, we also do not accept invalid email format.
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Figure 4.11 Create account failed Demonstration1

Figure 4.12 Create account failed Demonstration2

Figure 4.13 UML sequence diagram of creating account
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4.2.3.2 Login
After creating an account, user can login to the system using ther username and
password. Otherwise, user cannot enter the prediction page to get the information (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.14 Predicting Page without Login
To login to the webpage, user can follow this way:
1.

Click on the Login button on the menu bar

Figure 4.15 Login Button
2.

Input the username and password

3.

Click on the Login button
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Figure 4.16 Login Area
4(a)

If the login process is successful, the webpage will be back to the homepage. Users

can also see their username on the menu bar, and the Login button will be replaced by the
Log off button. They can also find out their user information, win rate and balance on the
homepage.

Figure 4.17 Homepage after Login
4(b)

If user input their username or password wrongly, login will be unsuccessful and the

error syntax will be displayed on the login area.
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Figure 4.18 Login Failed Demo

Figure 4.19 UML sequence diagram of Login
4.2.3.3 Prediction
When user have their own account and login to the system, they can access the
prediction page and do the prediction action. To predict horse, user can follow this way:
1.

Click on the Predict Now button on the menu bar

Figure 4.20 Predict Now button
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2.

User can see the three Hot Horses suggested by our algorithm on the prediction page.

After that, user need to choose the race number that they want to predict.

Figure 4.21 Hot Horses and Race Number Button
3.

The horse list of the race will be displayed below. User can pick at most one horse on

the win column and three horses on the place column. The system does not allow user to tick
more than the limit. Finally, click on the submit button.

Figure 4.22 Prediction Demo
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4.

After the prediction is submitted, the system will display a syntax, ‘PREDICTED

SUCCESSFULLY’. Besides, we have set an amount $10 for predicting each horse. The
balance will be updated immediately in the homepage. During this demonstration, the user
has picked four horses, so his balance is decreased from $500 to $460.

Figure 4.23 Balance Updated

Figure 4.24 UML sequence diagram of prediction
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5

Algorithm on giving suggestion
In this project, we developed this system, and using collective intelligence to give

suggestion. In this section, we will talk about how we do a suggestion.
5.1

Rating a user
Actually the odds of each horse representing how many people buying it, if many

people buy that horse, the odds of it would be lower. If we just buying the horse with lowest
odds, it is a kind of collective intelligence. However, just follow the lowest odds to buy horse
is not good because in the long run we would lose money. So, we need to do some filtering,
so that we only collect the choices of people who has a high win rate.
5.1.1

Rate by win rate
We use win rate to determine a user is good or not. To get the win rate of users, we

calculate it after the racing day, because we know the results already. If the user bought 10
races, and correctly predicted 5 of them, the win rate of the user is 50%, and the win rate is
accumulative, next time if the user buys 5 races and all of them are correct, the win rate will
become 66.7%.
At this moment, we decide to filter out the users whose win rate is below 40%(40% is
adjustable, we will change it depending on the real situation). For example, in one particular
horse race, there are 100 people did predictions on this match, we only consider those with
win rate higher than 40%.
5.1.2

Rate by balance
Apart from win rate, balance is another factor that we are considering. It is because

some users may prefer high risk and high reward. They may always try to predict horses with
high odds and low win rate. So that they have a chance to win a large amount. However, their
win rate should be relatively lower than those conservative users. But we should not classify
those user be bad predictors. Since some user may earn a lot using the high risk strategy. So,
we have set one more rule for those special cases. If a user own balance more than $500 (preassigned amount for every user), even if the win rate is below 40%, we also consider their
prediction. Besides, we decide to give a penalty score for those conservative users when
calculating. The detailed calculation will be shown in section 5.2.
5.1.3 Bonus rate for the high ranking user
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We have mentioned in section 4.2 that our application provides a ranking system. The
name of user with highest win rate, balance will be shown on the ‘Best Tipsters’ list. These
users are the most accurate predictor among all users. Since we believe the prediction of
those high ranking users have a high reference value, we propose to give a big bonus score
for their predicted horses. The prediction of the best predictor will have the highest bonus
score.
5.2

Suggestion of horses
After we have selected those selected people, we need to do further to choose horses

for suggestions. We look at the choices of each above users, and add scores to horses
depending on users’ choices, and the score is calculated by the win rate and balance of that
user. If the user is on the ‘Best Tipsters’, we will mutiply their scores for the chosen horses.
The mutiplied value depends on the user’s rank. According the above rules, we obtain a
formula:

We are going to simulate some score calculations. Suppose there are 8 horses for
users to choose. The initial score of the horses are 0.

Horse no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Score

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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User No. 1:

Figure 5.1 User Information 1 for score calculation
This user predict horse 3 will win, and he choose horse 3, 5 for place. He is not in the
list of ‘Best Tipsters’, so he cannot give the bonus score. The score he can give to each horses
is

.

Horse no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Score

0

0

1.5

0

0.75

0

0

0

User No. 2:

Figure 5.2 User Information 2 for score calculation
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This user has win rate lower than 40% and balance less than $500, although he can
still do prediction, we do not calculate the choice of this user.
User No. 3:

Figure 5.3 User Information 3 for score calculation
Although this user has win rate lower than 40%, his balance is higher than 500. So,
we will use his prediction for calculating. Besides, he is the rank 3 ‘Most Money Made’ user,
we give him a 18 bonus value for his prediction. This user predict horse 1 will win, and he
choose horse 1, 5, 8 for place. The score he can give to each horses is
.

Horse no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Score

34.56

0

1.5

0

18.03

0

0

17.28

After the predictions of these users, we find that horses 1, 5, 8 have the highest score.
So, they will be the 3 hot horses for this match in this moment. The list of hot horses may
change at any time after more predictions are submitted.
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5.3

Simulation of buy records
At this moment, we don’t have real users, so we simulated a buy record of 500 users,

and showed how we get the 3 suggestions.

Figure 5.3 Simulation of buy records
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6

Limitation and difficulties

Number of users
In our research, we are doing collective intelligence, which is a type of crowd
sourcing, so we need people to use our system. If we don’t have enough users, we can’t make
a conclusion that collective intelligence on predicting horse racing is good or not. In many
other successful crowd sourcing systems, there are thousands to millions people to contribute
to that system. We think it is hard to achieve this amount of users, but we still try our best to
promote our system, and hope that we can have more users.
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7

Goals for Second Term

Design mobile application
We have finished the web page version of our system, we are going to implement it
on mobile application, because we need to encourage people to use, and mobile version is
more convenient for users. Also, while we developing mobile application, we can learn more
skills, which is meaningful for us.
Improve the algorithm
After the mobile application is released, we can collect the predicted data of different
users. Actually in our algorithm, there are many parameters that we asuumed, in the future we
need to tune the parameters, so that we can get the best result.
On the other hand, there are many different methods to collect data, maybe not just
filtering, we hope we can try more different models, trying is important in doing research, we
hope that we can find the best way to do it.
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8

Conclusion
In conclusion, our topic is Research in Collective Intelligence through Horse Racing

in Hong Kong. In this semester, we have developed our website, which called King of
Tipsters. We started our work in last summer, and keeo doing it steps by steps, it was a great
experience for us to do a big project. The page is already connected to the server and database,
and prepared to publish to public. Actually we are the first one to do collective intelligence
on horse racing, and we are so excited to see the outcome.
In these few months, we really leared a lot of things. Before doing this project,
although we have learned the basic knowledge of database, web development, and some
knowledge about server, we didn’t have enough solid working experience on them. We
revised a lot and did many researches to learn how to implement them to our system, we
effort has paid off. For example, we learned how to connect our server to database, we know
how to write PHP code to perform some actions, learning new things is always the best in
studies.
In the next semester, we will keep on doing on this topic and pay more effort on it, we
hope that we can develop our system to mobile application, although the way to our goal is
challenging, we will do our best to accomplish it.
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